
Who are you bringing up (or down) with you? 



Organizations

CommunitiesIndividuals

People First.

Passion.

Productivity. 

Continuous Learning 
& Improvement.

Give Back.
Kindness.

Grace.

Service.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/15YpnEknRFQIWms21HsAMdBqEkwX1zrGj/preview


What are your values?



How do people SHOW their values 
through their behaviors? 



Are the values you SAY you have 
the same as the values you SHOW?



What does it mean to be good?





Our behaviors create deep grooves in our personalities, like a heavy 
chair forming impressions in a shaggy rug, and it becomes harder and 
harder to escape them. 

The best thing about Aristotle's “constant learning, constant trying, 
constant searching” is what results from it: a mature yet still pliable 
person, brimming with experiences both old and new, who doesn’t 
rely solely on familiar routines or dated information about how the 
world works.

– Michael Schur



Leader Emergence  vs.  Leader Effectiveness

traits

behaviors



Executive Director CEO Founder



Career Professionals of Canada



Career Professionals of Canada



How ya doin’? 

with work-life integration?

with wholepersonness?



Career Professionals of Canada



Career Professionals of Canada









What about “toxic positivity”?



Toxic positivity is the act of avoiding, suppressing, or 
rejecting negative emotions or experiences. 

This may take the form of denying your own emotions or 
someone else denying your emotions, insisting on positive 
thinking instead.



Statement: “Work has been really stressful lately.
Response: “You’re lucky to even have a job.”

Statement: “I’m having a hard day.” 
Response: “But you have so much to be grateful for.”



If we really work at finding the means of our virtues - learning their 
ins and outs, their vicissitudes and pitfalls, their pros and cons - we 
become flexible, inquisitive, adaptable, and better people. 

– Michael Schur

i.e. know your values and practice them       
       (and recognize when they change)

The bottom line… 



How ya doin’? 

with armored vs. daring leadership?

with showing your values?



Recommended Reading
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Leader Emergence  vs.  Leader Effectiveness

WHO YOU ARE

WHAT YOU DO


